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WB Students Making History
NYC student journalists joined City Council Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito in the first known student press conference.

By Uriel Espinoza
The first student press conference with City

She had a prepared answer for many of the

Council Speaker, Melissa Mark-Viverito was held on

questions asked, such as a new issue that’s been

May 13, 2015 at the CUNY J School. Students from

driving many people out of their homes. Landlords

schools all around NYC showed up as journalists that

don’t repair apartments which lead people out of their

were writing for their school newspaper. They asked

apartment as a way to increase the rent for the next

questions about political, racial, schools and other

tenant that comes. A student asked Mark-Viverito how

problems that they were concerned with. They were

she was working on the issue or what information she

treated as adults and had a voice.

knew about this problem. She said she is helping and
has enforced a new law that allows tenants to actually
sue the landlord as harassment.
One student asked about political ads in subway
stations being banned. Mark-Viverito said that she
has not worked much on that topic, but that she
knows about what the MTA was trying to do, which
was “try and play it safe “ by just not putting any
political ads. She also mentioned that many people
felt as if this was going against their freedom of
speech rights.
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Public Service Announcement

The Speaker was asked if she is helping on
increasing the student arts program in NYC public
schools, specifically in music programs. Mark-Viverito
responded “Yes” because schools need to be a good
environment for everyone and that there are many
talented kids that deserve to get a school funded with
arts programs. Many schools will see improvement
but not in all schools - many will be on the charts of
funding for arts programs.

Lastly a question was asked on police
brutality, the riots in Baltimore and all of the deaths in
NYC due to police officers targeting people of color.
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Students wanted to know how much attention MarkViverito was putting into stopping this problem that is
starting to get attention in other places such as
Baltimore and Ferguson. She specifically responded
by saying “this is the appropriate time to have this
conversation.” She continued to say that Mayor
Bloomberg and Commissioner Kelly didn’t engage in
the problem at first but that they simply said there was
no problem and ignored it. After seeing all the videos
and complaints they did notice and said that there
was a problem. She has strongly put her attention into
this issue and has enforced them [NYPD] into
updating police techniques. Mark-Viverito stated that
the problem won’t be fixed quickly but since “we do
know that the NYPD is not in a good place at the
moment” and that if the United States President,
Barack Obama spoke about the subject, she takes it
as a big accomplishment because it is being
recognized. “The reality in the world we live in is that
racism still exists.” ■
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The Trip

Gloria the school’s principal said “This trip was a
little different from last year where students had
more time to interact with other students on
campus…” From my experience I did feel that this trip
was a little different from last year. The difference
between this year’s trip and last year’s trip is that
more people were able to go, and last year we had the
opportunity to interact with other students and go
into Bookstores to buy things that we liked to bring
back home.

A Review of the Annual Overnight College Trip
By: Oscar Reyes
In late April, I attended an overnight trip along
with 17 students and 5 staff from West Brooklyn.
This is the 2nd year I’ve attended the trip. This year
we visited three colleges: Morrisville State College,
Dutchess Community College and Westchester
Community College.

I was surprised by the interviews. Some people
that went didn't really like the trip. They thought it
was a waste of time due to the fact that the trip was
way too long and the amount of time we spent on the
bus. I feel like the trip could have been better if the
bus driver didn't get lost. A lot of people were
complaining that their bottoms hurt from sitting too
long. Once we arrived at the hotel they usually make
us stay up late until 12am playing games in the lobby
for 3 hours, but this year we only had the chance to
spend 30 - 40 minutes with the staff and peers since
we arrived late to the hotel.
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When we came back I interviewed three Staff
and one of the students that went. The first staff that I
interviewed was Bernard, an AC that attended the
trip. I asked “What was the experience you had on
this trip and what would be some tips you would tell
your students to motivate them to go next year?” He
responded “Just to understand that knowing about
college is one thing but actually going to see a
campus, seeing how students interact, being able to
have that feeling, I think is a great opportunity for
anybody especially inner city students who probably
have never been on an away campus before”.
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Even though we ran late and spent too much time
on the bus, it was fun overall because of the activities,
opportunities to interact with students from school
I’ve never spoken to before and having a chance to
see how people live on campus. ■
Photo courtesy of Gloria Rosario Wallace
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Keeping it 100 with Diamond Day
Dear Diamond,

Dear Anonymous,

I’ve been with my boyfriend for 3 years, but
I’ve known him for 9 years. I’ve never accused him
of doing any cheating on me but he was acting way
too suspicious. So, I decided to look through his
phone when he was resting and I came across a
text message from an old girl he use to date back
in the day.

WOW……………..This is really deep. I feel for you girl
‘cause what you’ve witnessed was very devastating and
heartbreaking. The simple fact that your boyfriend feels
comfortable doing this to you is very sad. But let me tell
you what I tell every female, “JUST BECAUSE YOU
MEET A COOL CAT, DOESN’T MEAN HE HAS A LIL
DOG IN HIM.”

She said “SPENDING TIME WITH YOU THESE
PAST COUPLE OF WEEKS REALLY SHOWED
ME HOW MUCH I MISSED YOU AND OUR
RELATIONSHIP”

I personally feel that you need to actually sit down
and tell your boyfriend what you saw. If you hide it and not
tell him, he’s going to continue to keep spending time with
her and speaking to her when you’re not around. Take
care of it now because next time it’s going to be
something even bigger. As far as I am concerned I think
that he needs to earn your trust back but I will tell you it
won’t be the same again. WHY? Let’s compare it to a
fresh piece of paper - once it’s crumbled it would never be
perfect again.
If y’all have been together 3 years and you’ve known
him for 9 years, that’s 12 years of “FRIENDSHIP.” It’s
really hard to FORGET someone who gave you so much
to REMEMBER. Going off on another female isn’t going to
change anything, especially if she doesn’t know that you
and your boyfriend are still together. You are better off
going off on your boyfriend than her because when you
think about it, he owes you loyalty not her. Take the time
to think about what you are going to do. Don’t do
something that you are going to regret. I honestly feel that
this isn’t something that you and your boyfriend should
break up over. Text messages aren’t that serious.
UNLESS HE WAS DOING SOMETHING WHEN HE WAS
MEETING UP WITH HER, THEN YOU DROP HIM LIKE
A BAD HABIT.

After reading that text message, my world
automatically came crashing down on me. I went
into total shock, I cried my eyes out I was so hurt.
And let’s not forget to mention that we have an
apartment together. I wanted to go off on the girl
but she doesn’t know that we’re in a relationship. I
want to leave him but I really do love him I just
can’t believe that he would do something like this to
me. WHAT DO I DO?

But you guys can work this out so do yourself a favor
and stop crying girl, especially over something so small.
REMEMBER…...love has its ups and downs - no
relationship is going to be perfect - without struggle there
will be no progress. You and your boyfriend shouldn’t let
this be the end of a relationship that you guys took so
long to build. Go on a date, the weather is getting warmer.
Have a walk in the park, sit down and speak with him
about what you saw and how you feel. See how you guys
can move forward from this situation. YOU’LL BE JUST
FINE…………...

Sincerely,

Signed,
Anonymous
Diamond
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POETs CORNER
Pluviophile
a lover of rain; someone who finds joy and peace of mind during rainy days.
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Some people might find the rain depressing and say that the definition of a bad weather is rainy weather. But I don’t think
so.
I think it’s so beautiful when it rains.
You see a different side of people.
You see a different side of the world.
There are a bunch of people who love the rain.
The sound of rain alone eases away my stress
And makes everything outside look so calm and peaceful.
: Brisly Monroy
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I was born then died all over again similar faces drinks no chasers summer night cypress meet then depart again
::Ishon Johnson
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Why and how should we prepare for the
upcoming regents?
By: Hamza Nazir
It is almost that time of year when the Regents come in to action. You
have gone through a whole course to take this Regent. The Regents play
a big role in your high school career. It is one way to reach your goal in
high school which is to graduate. Without Regents it will be very difficult
to reach graduation. How can we prepare ourselves for the regents?
Well there’s many ways to prepare yourself for the Regents but here in
West Brooklyn we have a program called Saturday Academy for almost a
month before Regents time. It’s every Saturday where the teachers come
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in to help the students. We also do regents prep after school for the students who can stay so they know what
they are doing when they take the Regent(s). Also, there’s tons of classwork so the students are nearly 100%
ready for the exam. You can study on your own. For example, make index cards and read them every day
before going to sleep and throughout the day. You can take old Regent exams at Regentsprep.org practice and
record your scores to see your improvement. Those are some ways to study for the Regent(s). It is important
that you pass the regents to your achieve your diploma.■
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Medicinal Marijuana Is Safer than Synthetic Marijuana
By: Josue Cardoso – Ramos

Many people say that medicinal and any type of marijuana is safer than
synthetic marijuana. Interviews with young adults have said that once you smoke
synthetic marijuana you lose control of your body. You also lose consciousness of
what you are doing. The effects may last up to 30 minutes or longer, all depending
Photo Selected By Bryan Olivares
on how much synthetic marijuana has been consumed. Effects of synthetic
marijuana are very bad for a person. It may lead to paranoia, loss of memory, lost control of the body, and much
more. On the other hand, Medicinal Marijuana is calmer and safer. Its side effects aren't as bad as the side effects
of Synthetic marijuana. People can buy a bag of synthetic marijuana in a gas station or store. However, you must
have proper documentation that allows you to purchase Medicinal Marijuana or some users can buy them off
“street pharmacists” aka drug dealers. Take notice when buying marijuana from “street pharmacists.” People may
think they're just buying marijuana but instead they're buying it laced with other drug. Synthetic marijuana is not
overlooked as a dangerous drug because scientist developed it, making it safe to the eyes of the government to sell
to the people. Medicinal Marijuana is seen as evil, even though Marijuana has never been the cause of any deaths.
Synthetic marijuana has caused some deaths. Although marijuana may not cause harm it could kill brain cells.
Many young adults say that they rather smoke Medicinal marijuana than Synthetic marijuana because it's safer but
is much harder to get a hold of it. Synthetic marijuana is much easier to purchase at a gas station. If one is to
purchase synthetic marijuana I say to rethink that decision and be safe about it. Remember it’s better to be safe
than to be sorry. Don't buy synthetic marijuana - it's bad.■

Jaguar’s Quest: A Photo Story Reflection
By: Jimmy Morales

"One thing we learned while working on this was how to work with others and many art
skills such as line work and making color pallets. Something myself I learned was how to
respect others ideas which I never found easy until I worked on the mural. I hope all the
students that come and are currently here can learn to conquer all their fears and struggles
and forever continue learning." ■
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PSA: PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
Brought to you By: Damien DeLeon
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Basketball brings everyone together to work and play as a team.

WHAT’S THE HOLD UP?
It’s already cycle 3 AND WE still don’t have a team. We did interviews in
cycle 2 AND made a poster to see who would want a team.
52 students said YES and only 1 said NO.
Keys to make a team :
 Get a coach
 Have good grades
 Have a group meeting to discuss the pros and cons of having a team.
 Present idea at community gathering.

♦ Let’s try and make it happen ASAP ♦
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June GRADS
Betancourt, Jose ( Yvonne)
Bonfante, Lorraine ( Yvonne)
Bravo, Yesenia ( Marlla)
Bueno, Delgar (Antonio)
Chadranov, Christine (Sasha)
Chau, Terence (Cristian)
Cruz, Kellie (Antonio)
Dominguez, Luis (Antonio)
Escalante, Nicole (Cristian)
Gomez, Jairo (Cristian)
Gonzalez, Neri (Marlla)
Gutierrez, Jennifer (Yvonne)
Hamilton, Shakoya (Imee)
Hendry, Kacie (Cristian)
Hernandez, Samuel (Yvonne)
Jimenez, Odalys (Marlla)
Khan, Ahmed (Yvonne)
Li, Christine (Sasha)
Mejia, Jessica(Antonio)
Meza, Steven (Antonio)
Miranda, Julius (Antonio)
Moon, Angelo (Sasha)

Morshid, Mohammed
(Yvonne)
Padilla, Alisa (Marlla)
Palmieri, Michael (Imee)
Perez, Lissette (Antonio)
Ramirez, Jonathan (Cristian)
Ramos, Marvin (Bernard)
Ramos, Melissa (Marlla)
Rodriguez, Christina (Cristian)
Rodriguez, Kristian (Bernard)
Romualdo, Odalis (Imee)
Rondon, Victor (Sasha)
Sanchez, Priscilla (Antonio)
Sanmartin, Alicia (Imee)
Santamassino, Gricelidis (Cristian)
Sapon, Julianna (Bernard)
Sejat, Franc (Bernard)
Valderrama, Alfonso (Yvonne)
Valentin, Cristina (Antonio)
Xique, George (Imee)
Zeb, Ali (Antonio)
Zuniga, Karina (Antonio)
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